
Connect social and messaging   
apps to your contact center
platform



2. Automatically installs into Genesys Cloud and Engage

cc-Connect is an AI communications platform designed for use with core contact
center technology. It offers seamless connections to businesses via multiple social
channels including all major messaging apps, to enable better customer service
through the use of intelligent automation blended with live agents.

cc-Connect overview

cc-Connect comprises 3 core elements:

Syndeo cc-Connect  

Provides an omnichannel customer experience

cc-Connect enables communication with your customers via multiple digital
messaging channels. It creates a single experience combining bots and live
interactions and is seamlessly deployed across all channels.

cc-Connect leverages Natural Language Understanding (NLU) with Syndeo's
inbuilt Kelvin AI engine, while also facilitating a Bring Your Own Technology
(BYOT) approach with pre-existing integration to market leading AI capability
including Google DialogFlow.

cc-Connect enables you to configure your customer experience in a rapid and
iterative manner, incorporating NLU and directed dialogue. It allows you to
create customised reports and dashboards to fully understand how customers
are engaging over multiple channels.

Consumers are demanding and now more than ever they expect instant experiences
with immediate, hassle free access to brands. cc-Connect allows consumers to
communicate with your business to resolve everyday tasks using the social and
messaging apps they are already familiar with and use on a daily basis.

AI-enabled

Designed for business users
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cc-Connect provides a true omnichannel customer experience, supporting multiple
digital channels including WeChat, Viber, WhatsApp, Telegram, Facebook
Messenger, SMS and webchat. 

Omnichannel customer experience

cc-Connect allows you to effortlessly connect and engage with your customers over
social media and messaging applications to provide instant service and support.
Leveraging your contact center technology infrastructure you can use cc-Connect to
communicate with your customers on the digital channels they use every day.

Syndeo cc-Connect  

cc-Connect integrates seamlessly into many contact center platforms. It will
intelligently route customer interactions directly to the agent workspace - no third
party plugins are required. The full chat history and key context data (e.g.
customer name or account number) is extracted using Kelvin (the Syndeo AI
engine) entity extraction and will be fully visible within the agent workspace.
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We are continually adding new digital engagement channels to cc-Connect with
the ongoing development of the platform to meet the needs of our customers. 

You can leverage existing contact center routing queues and configure the
interaction with Syndeo to route each interaction to the appropriate queue.



AI-enabled

cc-Connect allows businesses to deliver a truly conversational AI experience rapidly.
Leveraging the Syndeo Kelvin AI engine we use NLU to capture customer intent with
sentiment analysis and emotion detection.

Syndeo cc-Connect  

cc-Connect uses sentiment analysis and emotion detection to understand how the
customer is engaging at the precise moment. The Syndeo Kelvin engine can
immediately take corrective action to ensure the customer experience is maintained.
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cc-Connect enables intent switching with the concept of segues, delivering a truly
conversational approach based on how the customer engages and not tied rigidly to
a structured flow.



The cc-Connect solution is highly scalable based on microservices architecture and
fully supports BYOT approaches - leveraging third party AI capability and contact
center platforms.

Syndeo cc-Connect  

Designed for business users

The Syndeo team has an established track
record in building technology specifically
designed for the contact center and
focused on business users. Developed
with a business user in mind, cc-Connect
removes much of the complexity of
designing customer interactions that
leverage AI and NLU.
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Syndeo cc-Connect  

You can leverage a rapid
and iterative approach
using the simple drag and
drop flow designer which
incorporates NLU. Spend
minutes creating
interaction flows and
iterate rapidly, compared
to the weeks and months
required with traditional
development approaches.

With an easy-to-use FAQ
builder, you can quickly
deploy simple chatbots to
respond to the most common
queries a customer might ask
- automatically generating the
AI NLU model as you add
more customer queries.
Simply build once and then
leverage seamlessly across all
of your connected messaging
and social channels

Drag and drop flow designer,  incorporating NLU

Easy-to-use FAQ builder
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Syndeo cc-Connect  

cc-Connect comes with an
inbuilt simulator tool to
allow easy and rapid
simulation of interactions.
The tool provides a visual
representation of the
interaction as it is executed
and provides insights into
the performance of the
underlying NLU model,
capturing recognition data
on intent matching and
entity extraction.

Inbuilt simulator

Custom dashboard and reports

When you need to
understand, at a glance
and intuitively, you can
quickly create custom
dashboards and reports.
In real-time you have full
visibility on how
customers are engaging
over the different social
and messaging channels,
based on metrics and
data that are specifically
relevant to your business.
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Syndeo cc-Connect  

Role-based Access Control

With cc-Connect you
have full operational
control over who 
 accesses the platform
and can perform
different activities
through an extensive
role-based architecture.

Kelvin AI engine

NLU to detect customer intent and deliver a conversational interface;
Chatbot plugins for discrete pieces of automation utilised when the customer is
completing an outcome; and
Emotion detection and sentiment analysis to better understand customer
satisfaction and engagement levels in real-time.

The Kelvin AI engine, proprietary to Syndeo, underpins the cc-Connect platform.
Kelvin is built for customer service interactions and is key to delivering the                   
cc-Connect blended AI approach, combining AI with the ability to connect to a live
agent at any part of the customer engagement. Its key features include:
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